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Abstract. Peer-to-Peer systems are based on the concept of resources
localization and mutualization in dynamic context. In specific environ-
ment such as mobile networks, characterized by high variability and dy-
namicity of network conditions and performances, where nodes can join
and leave the network dynamically, resources reliability and availability
constitute a critical issue. To deal with this critical issue, we introduce
a new concept and model called ”P4L” (four layers Peer-to-Peer model)
which define a novel P2P architecture, aims to improve: fault-tolerance,
self- organization and scalability, with limited complexity while provid-
ing a rapid convergence for the lookup algorithm. The cost of ”P4L”
lookup is O(

∑
ln(ni)) where ni is the number of nodes on ring level i

(with maximum of 256 nodes in each ring). ”P4L” is efficiently adapted
to the context where nodes join and leave dynamically and frequently.
Each node maintains routing information of 2∗O(ln(ni)), where ni is the
number of nodes on one ring. Thus ”P4L” is well adapted for terminals
with limited resources such as mobile terminals. ”P4L” is based on ring
topology with each ring connecting ”neighbouring” nodes in terms of
physical and logical position. When ”P4L” is combined with broadcast
mechanism, the lookup process is significantly improved. The proposed
model is evaluated and compared with Chord protocol, an extension is
proposed to support IPv6.
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1 Introduction

Peer-to-Peer systems are distributed system without (or with a minimal) cen-
tralized control or hierarchical organization, where each node is equivalent in
term of functionality. P2P refers to a class of systems and applications that
employ distributed resources to perform a critical function such as resources lo-
calization in a decentralized manner. The main challenge in P2P computing is
to design and implement a robust distributed system composed of distributed
and heterogeneous peer nodes, located in unrelated administrative domains. In
a typical P2P system, the participants can be ”domestic” or ”enterprise” termi-
nals connected to the Internet.
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There are several definitions of the P2P systems that are being used by the
P2P community [5]. As defined in [11], P2P ”allows file sharing or computer
resources and services by direct exchange between systems”, or ”allows the use
of devices on the Internet periphery in a non client capacity”. Also ”it could be
defined through three key requirements: a) they have an operational computer
of server quality, b) they have an DNS independent addressing system” and c)
they are able to cope with variable connectivity. Also, as defined in[2]: P2P is
a class of applications that takes advantage of resources-storage, cycle, content,
human presence-availability at the edges of Internet. Because accessing to these
decentralized resources means operating in environment with unstable connec-
tivity and unpredictable IP addresses. P2P nodes must operate outside the DNS
system and have significant or total autonomy from central servers [5].
In this paper, we introduced a new Peer-to-Peer model for resources discovery
and localization, which can be classified as a structured P2P system. The nodes
in this model are organized in four levels, each level is composed of several rings
(only the first level which is composed of one ring). The main advantages of our
proposed model are the rapid convergence of the lookup process, the number of
active nodes can reach those of network Internet (scalability), and it provides
an efficient mechanism for fault tolerance.

The paper is organized as follows : Section 2 gives a brief overview of P2P
networks. Section 3 describes the lookup problem in P2P networks. The main
characteristics of structured P2P systems such as distributed hash table are de-
scribed in section 4. Section 5 presents and describes the proposed ”P4L” model
with a performance evaluation. Finally, we conclude and give some perspectives,
particularly related to security aspects of P2P networks.

2 Related Work

Peer-to-Peer is relatively new in the areas of networking and distributed systems
and services (eg: Voice over IP )[9]. P2P computing started to be a hot topic
by the middle of years 2000. The different ”generations” of P2P systems are
characterized by transitions between generations motivated by different goals. In
this section, we describe and comment the different generations of P2P network.

– The first P2P generation like Napster file sharing application. The main
contribution of Napster was the introduction of a network architecture were
machines are not categorized as client and server but rather as machines that
offer and consumes resources. All participants have more or less the same
functionality. However, in order to locate files in a shared space, Napster
provides a central directory. Napster is composed of two services : a decen-
tralized storage service but with centralized directory service which can be
a single point of failure.

– The central coordination in the first solution leads to the transition to a
new kind of P2P system, where the focus is on the elimination of the cen-
tral coordination. This generation started with Gnutella application [4]. The
second generation systems solved the problem of the central coordination.
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However, the problem of scalability becomes more critical due to the network
traffic load generated by the flooding algorithm for research or localization.
Moreover, there is no guaranty to find a data item that exists in Gnutella
system, due to the limited search scope.

– In the third generation of P2P systems (initiated by research projects such
as Chord[10], CAN[6], Tapestry[12], Pastry[7]), P2P systems are based on
the Distributed Hash Table (DHT ) to generate keys for both nodes and
data. A node (Peer) in such system requires a unique identifier based on a
cryptographic hash of some unique attribute such as its IP address. Nodes
identifiers and key value pairs are both hashed to one identifier space. The
nodes are then connected to each other in a certain predefined topology, eg: a
circular space (Chord), d-dimensional cartesian space (CAN ). Our proposed
”P4L” model (A four levels P2P model) is derived from Chord and used a
ring topology with hierarchical organization.

The common objective in all generation of P2P system is to optimize resources
discovery and localization in a dynamic and heterogeneous P2P system. The
next section describes this issue.

3 The lookup problem

The following example illustrates the lookup problem. Let’s consider the case
where a ”publishers” inserts an item X, let’s say a file or a resource in a dynamic
system, while some consumers want to retrieve the item X at an other point or
location.
In general the question is: when the publisher is connected to the system, how
does the consumer find the location?
The third generation of P2P system is based on distributed hash table to generate
a unique identifier for both node and resource, our proposed P4L uses DHT for
only resource identifier. Because DHT is a key element of P2P networks (3rd

generation) and particulary in our contribution (”P4L”), we give a brief overview
of DHT principles.

4 Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

A hash-table interface is an attractive foundation for a distributed lookup algo-
rithms, as it places a few constraints on the keys structure or their associated
resource. It also maps efficiently ”keys” onto ”value”. The main requirement
is that resource (or data) and nodes willing to store keys for each other (key
responsibility) can be identified using unique numeric keys. This organization
is different from Napster and Gnutella, which search for key words. The DHT
implements one main operation: Lookup(Key ) which yields to the node iden-
tity (eg: IP address and port number) currently responsible for the given key. A
simple distributed storage application could use the interface as follows: The par-
ticular and unique name which is used to publish a file or resource is converted
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to a numeric key using an ordinary hash function such as SHA-1 or SHA-2. Then
a lookup (Key) function is called. Then the publisher sends the file or resource
to be stored at the resulting node (Data replication). The requester who wants
to access this file or resource, obtains the corresponding identifier, converts it to
a key, call the Lookup(Key ) function and ask the resulting node for retrieving
a copy of the file or resource.
”P4L” is a scalable P2P protocol aims to optimize resources discovery and local-
ization in a decentralized manner. It is based on DHT for resources identification
and IP addresses for node identification. This model belongs to the third gener-
ation of P2P systems which are based on specific topology. ”P4L” is organized
on four levels, each one is composed of several rings. One of the most advantages
of this proposed model is the rapidly convergence of the lookup process. Section
5 describes, analysis and compares ”P4L” with others main P2P protocols.

5 P4L : Concepts and principles

5.1 Motivations

The process of routing in P2P networks (lookup data) operates at application
layer. The overlayed P2P network may lead to routing inefficiency as opposed to
the routing service provided at the transport layer (IP). One of the P2P rout-
ing objectives is the minimization of the number of hops, for the localization of
nodes storing data or resources. Our proposed ”P4L” model is introduced for
minimizing the number of hops for the localization process in a pure decentral-
ized P2P networks. This approach allows for each node to maintain minimal
information about others. So while ”P4L” is a scalable protocol, it is also well
adapted for terminals characterized by low resources such as mobile devices (eg.
PDA, mobile phone). Each node maintains state of only 2 ∗ O(ln(ni)) where
ni ≤ 256.

5.2 Resources and nodes identification in P4L

Each node in P4L is identified by a unique identifier n which is the ith part of
its IP address (1 ≤ i ≤ 4), with i : the level which the node belongs to. The
resources are also identified by a unique identifier generated by the distributed
hash tables. Each resource key is composed of four parts (a.b.c.d). The example
illustrated in figure 1 shows that identifier of node x, associated to the IP address:
72.15.124.240 on ring level 1 is N72, while the node identifier associated to the
IP address: 55.66.11.23 on ring level 2 is N66, this last does not belong to ring
level one, as a node with identifier N55 already exists on the first level. The node
with IP address: 50.31.10.111 on level 4 gets N111 like identifier as there are the
nodes N50 on level 1, N30 on level 2 and the node N10 on level 3.

5.3 Resources organization (P4L architecture)

Each resource with an ”a.b.c.d” type identifier will be placed or located at the
node with IP address w.x.y.z where w (respectively x,y,z) is the lowest value
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Fig. 1. ”P4L” Architecture

greater or equal to a (respectively b,c,d). In figure 1, data associated to key
K50.31.10.62 is placed on node N76 (with IP address 50.31.10.111) on level 4,
as 50 (respectively 31, 10 and 62) is the lowest value greater or equal to 50
(respectively 31, 10 and 111).
The ”P4L” model is based on structured and hierarchical rings. Each ring has 256
nodes (maximum). The ”first” level ring contains nodes for which IP address are
different in the first part, with no restriction in the others parts. From example
(see figure 1), if a node n gets the IP address : 176.x.y.z, all other nodes with
IP address type 176.a.b.c, do not belong to the node n ring. Each level has a
maximum of 256i−1 rings (i corresponds to the level number). For nodes that
have IP address like: 50.31.60.123, 50.31.60.125, 50.31.60.150 and 50.31.60.209
can belong to the same level (level 4 ). In this way, nodes are grouped together,
based on their physical and logical proximity. At each level, nodes are organized
based on their identifier. Each node maintains a routing table containing the IP
address and port numbers of the ”neighbouring” nodes. In each ring, nodes are
ordered increasingly based on their identifiers.

5.4 Finger table in ”P4L”

Let m be the number of bits in the space of node identifiers on one level (m =
8 for 256 nodes). Each node n maintains a routing table of at most m entries
called the finger table. The ith entry in the finger table of node n contains the
identifier of the first node p that succeeds n by at least 2i−1 on the identifiers
circle, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We call node p the ith finger of node n. A finger table
entry includes both the ”P4L” identifier and the IP address and port number of
the relevant node. Figure 2 shows the finger table of one node belonging to two
levels, and then has two identifiers: N50 on level 1 and N52 on level 2.
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5.5 Lookup process in ”P4L”

Algorithm 1 gives a simple illustration for the lookup process in ”P4L”. For
each level i ring, we use the ith part of the data key. If the request succeeds
on the ring k where the node requester belong, the cost of lookup algorithm
is O(ln(ni)), with ni the number of nodes in this ring (ni ≤ 256). In the case
where the request fails on the first ring, the search or localization is done on
ring level k + 1 or k − 1 in a deterministic manner, then the cost of the lookup
process algorithm is O(

∑
(ln(ni))), where ni is the number of nodes on ring level

i, where the request gets success.

Algorithm 1 : Lookup process (P4L)
Lookup (Key c1c2c3c4)
1: Begin
2: Locate the node X (in the same ring) of IP Address (P1P2P3P4) where Pi is the
smallest value bigger or equal than ci (using finger table).
3: If ∃ cj where cj > Pj and j < i Then
4: go to level (i− 1) and call lookup (Key c1c2c3c4) (if i > 1)
5: Else
6: If the data is present Then
7: loading data
8: Else
9: go to level (i + 1) and call Lookup (Key c1c2c3c4) (if i < 4)
10: End
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5.6 Join process in ”P4L”

In a dynamic environment, nodes can join or leave at any time. The main chal-
lenge is to preserve the ability to locate and update every key in the network. For
this, the ”Bootstrapping” constitutes a vital core functionality, required by every
Peer-to-Peer overlay network. Nodes intending to participate in such overlay net-
work initially have to find at least one node that is already part of this network.
Four solutions applicable for the Bootstrapping problem exist [1] and are resume
as : Static Overlay Nodes-Bootstrapping servers, Out-of-bande Address caches,
Random Address Probing or Employing Network Layer Mechanism. To reduce
system complexity, we advocate Static Overlay Nodes-Bootstrapping servers for
our proposed model P4L.
Finger table initialization: The ith entry in the finger table at node n con-
tains the identity of the first node s that succeeds n by at least 2i−1 on the
identifier circle. If node n belongs to two levels, its finger table contains two
parts, one for each level.
Transferring keys: When a node n joins the ”P4L” system, there is a transfer
of ”responsibility” for all keys for which node n is now the successor. The node
n becomes the successor only for keys that where previously responsible of the
first node immediately following n. So n needs only to contact this one node to
transfer responsibility for all relevant keys.

5.7 Leaving process in ”P4L”

When a node that belongs to one level leaves the system, some nodes must update
their finger table. In other case (the node that leaves the system belongs to two
levels), the stabilization algorithm (algorithm 2) is activated. For describes this
process. We use the following notations: n : the identifier of the failed (leaving)
node n and ni, ni+1 : the two levels where node n belongs.

Algorithm 2 : Stabilization process (”P4L”)
leave (n, ni, ni+1)
1: Begin
2: If (ni+1 is empty) Then
3: update the routing table
4: Else
5: If ∃ (n′, n′i, n′i+1) where n′i = ni+1 Then
6: If (n′i+1 = empty) Then
7: n′i = ni; n′i+1 = ni+1;
8: update the routing table
9: Else
10: n′i = ni; n′i+1 = ni+1;
11: update the routing table
12: leave (n′, ni, ni+1)
13: End
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5.8 Fault tolerance in ”P4L”

In case of node(s) departure (leave or failure), the lookup process contributes
to the robustness of the global ”P4L” system. When a node leaves the ”P4L”
system, the ”stabilization” algorithm (see algorithm 2) is executed for maintain-
ing the correctness of successor’s identifiers in the finger table. After a failure
detection at node n by its neighbouring node, this last node invokes the join op-
eration process, for localizing one node on ”parent” level. Then the stabilization
algorithm (Algorithm 2) is executed.

5.9 Lookup acceleration in ”P4L”

For accelerating the lookup process algorithm, a broadcast mechanism is used on
each ring (see Algorithm 3). The number of messages generated does not have a
significant impact on global performance, as each ring is limited by a maximum
of 256 nodes. We assume that on each ring the nodes are completely connected.
Thus the number of messages generated is

∑
(ni − 1), where ni is the number

of nodes on each ring ”covered” by the requests.

Algorithm 3 : Lookup acceleration in ”P4L”
Lookup (Key c1c2c3c4)
1: Begin
2: locate the node (in the same ring) of IP address (P1P2P3P4) where Pi is the
smallest value bigger or equal than ci (by a simple broadcast message).
3: IF ∃ cj where cj > Pj and j < i Then
4: go to level (i− 1) and call lookup (Key c1c2c3c4) (if i > 1)
5: Else
6: If the data is present Then
7: loading the data
8: Else
9: go to level (i + 1) and call lookup (key c1c2c3c4) (if i < 4)
10: End

5.10 ”P4L” and IPv6

In order to supporte IPv6, we consider three cases for ”P4L” protocol extension:

1. The ”P4L” architecture described above is used (based on a four levels topol-
ogy), with the 32 bits of the IP address for each ring.

2. We use the 8 bits portion of the total IP address for each ring, then the
maximum of nodes for each ring is 256, but with a maximum of 16 levels.
So the structure of format becomes cic2...c16.

3. The general case corresponds to the usage of k bits of the IP address for each
ring, then the maximum number of levels is 128/k. The first case is when
k = 32 and the second case is when k = 8.
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5.11 ”P4L properties”

”P4L” is characterized by a number of properties :

1. Scalability : Logarithmic growth of cost lookup with the number of network
nodes even in ”large scale” networks.

2. Decentralization : ”P4L” is completely distributed, thus improving ro-
bustness of the global architecture (each node is completely equivalent in
term of functionalities)

3. Load balancing: Distributed hash function spreads keys uniformly and
evenly among nodes.

4. Fault tolerance : The lookup process is still active during node failure.
5. Cost : The cost related to the lookup algorithm in ”P4L” is O(

∑
ln(ni)).

It is significantly better than Chord protocol as : already
∑

ln(ni) < ln(n),
where n is the number of nodes in the Chord system, and ni the number of
nodes on one ring of the ”P4L” architecture.

6. Flexibility : Compatibility is guaranteed between IPv6 and IPv4 architec-
ture, lookup, stabilization of system ”P4L”.

Table 1 resumes the main characteristics of ”P4L” performance indications
through a comparison with Chord. The two protocols are considered scalable
and fault tolerant, but with a ”better” cost lookup for ”P4L”.

Scalability Fault tolerance Cost lookup

Chord
√ √

O(ln(n))

P4L
√ √

O(
∑

ln(ni))
Table 1. Chord vs ”P4L” performance

6 Conclusion and perspectives

Peer-to-Peer networks can be used for: improving communication process, opti-
mizing resources discovery/localization, facilitating distributed information ex-
change [8]. Peer-to-Peer applications need to discover and locate efficiently the
node that provides the requested and targeted service. ”P4L” provides this dis-
covery/localization service with a complete decentralized architecture by deter-
mining with efficiency the node responsible for storing the requested key’s value.
The node’s identifier is simply derived from its IP address, while the resources
identifier is generated by a hashing function (with resource name as key). One
of the main characteristics of ”P4L” model is the routing optimization at ”IP”
level, as it minimizes the number of hops for lookup process in the P2P network.
Theoretical analysis shows that considering ”P4L” model, the routing of resource
lookup requests is significantly optimized. In a N-node network, each node main-
tains routing information for only about 2∗O(ln(ni)), where ni is the number of
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nodes on one ring with a maximum of 256. On rings belonging to ”level 4”, nodes
are closed to (physically and logically). The use of Broadcast mechanism on this
topology can significantly and efficiently accelerate the lookup process. There are
Broadcast-based and DHT-based algorithms for P2P protocols[3], ”P4L” can be
considered as a combination of Broadcast-DHT-based P2P protocol. P2P net-
works tend to become a key element for Internet communications such as legacy
applications (eg: file sharing) but also for VoIP [9]. However, security aspects
constitute a serious concern for P2P. (eg. in ”P4L” context, a malicious node
can present an incorrect view of ”P4L” lookup process). For taking into con-
sideration security aspect in ”P4L”, we are interested to combine and extend
security protocols in the context of ”P4L” for large peer group communications.
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